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 file in bkup Re: New guy here Actually, I am happy to be here. I learned a lot. I have to admit I did not know a thing about MPE before coming here. It has been quite a ride. I have now tried to create my first variable and keep getting a file not found error. It doesn't make sense to me since I just did a backup on a file that I created on the server on Sunday. Can anyone help me with this please. I have
a program that I created and I want to back it up. When I tried to save it, the server told me I needed to reboot first, so I did and when I tried again, it told me I needed to reboot again. When I rebooted, the program was not on the server anymore. If you are trying to use the command mpeadmin, be sure you are in the MPE X4 file manager and not the MS-DOS file manager. When you use the

command mpeadmin, you are telling MPE X4 that you want to make a backup of your program. This is explained in your user manual. If you don't have a backup, that's fine. You have a backup. If you don't have a backup, you don't need to worry. It's like a car. If you take your car to the car dealer to get it repaired and the dealer tells you to buy a new car, you don't need to be worried. If you don't
have a car, you need a car. If you have a car, it's fine. If you don't have a car, you can take a bus. But don't worry. If you don't have a car, you can walk. It's better than not having a car. If you don't want to be bothered with the hassle of backing up your program, just continue as if you were a baby and do nothing. Some of us have jobs. For example, I 82157476af
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